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Face2face Intermediate Student Second Edition
The Pre-intermediate Student's Book provides 80 hours of core teaching material, which can be extended to 120 hours with the inclusion of
the photocopiable resources in the Teacher's Book (with Teacher's DVD). Vocabulary and Grammar are given equal importance and there is
a clear focus on improving student's listening and speaking skills in social situations. The Student's Book includes optional video for the Real
World lessons (available on the Teacher's DVD) with vocabulary selection informed by English Profile and the Cambridge Learner Corpus.
(Please note that the face2face Second edition Class Audio CD's are available separately).
"Touchstone is an innovative four-level series for adults and young adults, taking students from beginning to intermediate levels (CEFR:
A1-B2). Based on research into the Cambridge English Corpus, Touchstone teaches English as it is really used. It presents natural language
in authentic contexts, and explicitly develops conversation strategies so learners speak with fluency and confidence."--Page 4 of cover.
The Upper Intermediate Student's Book provides 80 hours of core teaching material, which can be extended to 120 hours with the inclusion
of the photocopiable resources in the Teacher's Book (with Teacher's DVD). Vocabulary and Grammar are given equal importance and there
is a clear focus on improving student's listening and speaking skills in social situations. The Student's Book includes optional video for the
Real World lessons (available on the Teacher's DVD) with vocabulary selection informed by English Profile and the Cambridge Learner
Corpus. (Please note that the face2face Second edition Class Audio CD's are available separately).
The Workbook offers additional practise for students of face2face Starter, with self-study exercises which practise all the language taught in
the Student's Book - including exercises on pronunciation and spelling. It also features a Reading and Writing Portfolio linked to the CEF,
which contains ten extra double-page lessons to be used either for self-study or in class. What's more, a list of 'Can do' statements helps
students to track their own progress in reading and writing. The Workbook also features a removable Answer Key, which can simply be pulled
free of the books binding.
Face2face Pre-intermediate is an easy-to-teach General English course that helps adults and young adults to speak and listen with
confidence. The DVD-ROM in the Student's Book includes consolidation activities and electronic portfolio for learners to track their progress
with customisable tests and grammar and vocabulary reference sections.
face2face Second edition is the flexible, easy-to-teach, 6-level course (A1 to C1) for busy teachers who want to get their adult and young
adult learners to communicate with confidence. The face2face Second edition Online Workbooks provide the course workbook content plus
additional collaborative tools in a package that supports independent study and teacher-managed self-study. As part of a virtual learning
world, the online workbooks allow students to collaborate and communicate, and enable teachers to track work and progress. They offer a
classroom without walls for schools that wish to take their teaching into the digital age. This pack contains the Student's Book with DVD-ROM
and access to the Online Workbook.

The Intermediate Student's Book provides 80 hours of core teaching material, which can be extended to 120 hours with
the inclusion of the photocopiable resources in the Teacher's Book (with Teacher's DVD). Vocabulary and Grammar are
given equal importance and there is a clear focus on improving student's listening and speaking skills in social situations.
The Student's Book includes optional video for the Real World lessons (available on the Teacher's DVD) with vocabulary
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selection informed by English Profile and the Cambridge Learner Corpus. (Please note that the face2face Second edition
Class Audio CD's are available separately).
With 100% new content, the third edition of Oxford's best-selling secondary course offers the tried and trusted Solutions
methodology alongside fresh and diverse material that will spark your students' interest and drive them to
succeed.Oxford University Press's best-selling course for teenagers is now available in a third edition, providing new and
exciting content that is delivered using the successful methodology of the previous editions.The third edition offers a
brand new comprehensive listening syllabus as well as word skills lessons, allowing students to master key listening sub
skills, expand their vocabulary, and become confident communicators. Solutions turns all students into active learners, by
offering a rich variety of learning opportunities for a whole range of abilities through extension and revision activities in all
components - giving everyone a sense of achievement whatever their level.
face2face is the flexible, easy-to-teach General English course that helps adults and young adults to speak and listen
with confidence. face2face is informed by Cambridge English Corpus and its vocabulary syllabus has been mapped to
the English Vocabulary Profile, meaning students learn the language they really need at each CEFR level. The course
improves students' listening skills by drawing their attention to the elements of spoken English that are difficult to
understand. The Class Audio CDs include complete recordings for the listening activities in the Student's Book.
face2face Second edition is the flexible, easy-to-teach, 6-level course (A1 to C1) for busy teachers who want to get their
adult and young adult learners to communicate with confidence. face2face is the flexible, easy-to-teach General English
course that helps adults and young adults to speak and listen with confidence. The Teacher's Book offers detailed
teaching notes for every lesson, keys to exercises, and extra teaching notes. It also guides teachers through the
Student's Book DVD-ROM, relates face2face to CEFR levels and English Profile. Additionally, busy teachers will find
here progress tests, photocopiable communicative activities and extra reading worksheets. The free DVD in the
Teacher's Book offers classroom videos integrated with the Real World sections in the Student's Book as well as the
entire content of the Teacher's Book.
The Student's Book provides approximately 80 hours of core teaching material, which can be extended to 120 hours with
the inclusion of the photocopiable resources and extra ideas in the Teacher's Book. Each self-contained double-page
lesson is easily teachable off the page. The Student's Book comes packaged with a free fully-interactive CD-ROM/Audio
CD with over 200 exercises in all language areas, video, games, recording capability, progress chart and customised
tests (please note that the Class Audio is available separately). There is also a selection of material from the Real World
lessons which can be listened to on normal CD players.
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face2face Second edition is the flexible, easy-to-teach, 6-level course (A1 to C1) for busy teachers who want to get their
adult and young adult learners to communicate with confidence. face2face Second edition Pre-intermediate Presentation
Plus offers you an exciting new way to use the Student's Book material in class. Whether you've got a computer and
projector or an interactive whiteboard, this software facilitates heads-up teaching, encouraging your students to interact
even more with each other and with their learning material.Presentation Plus features all the lessons from the Student's
Book, along with the answers. Also included is the class audio and video.
face2face Second edition is the flexible, easy-to-teach, 6-level course (A1 to C1) for busy teachers who want to get their adult and young
adult learners to communicate with confidence. The fully updated and redesigned Starter Student's Book provides 60-90 hours of material,
with a clear focus on improving students' listening and speaking skills. It comes with a free DVD-ROM which includes consolidation activities
and an electronic portfolio for learners to track their progress with customisable tests, and grammar and vocabulary reference sections. The
Student's Book includes new optional video for the Real World lessons (video available on the Teacher's DVD) with vocabulary selection
informed by English Profile and the Cambridge Learner Corpus. (Please note that the face2face Second edition Class Audio CDs are
available separately.)
The Elementary Student's Book provides 80 hours of core teaching material, which can be extended to 120 hours with the inclusion of the
photocopiable resources in the Teacher's Book (with Teacher's DVD). Vocabulary and Grammar are given equal importance and there is a
clear focus on improving student's listening and speaking skills in social situations. The Student's Book includes optional video for the Real
World lessons (available on the Teacher's DVD) with vocabulary selection informed by English Profile and the Cambridge Learner Corpus.
(Please note that the face2face Second edition Class Audio CD's are available separately).
face2face Second edition is the flexible, easy-to-teach, 6-level course (A1 to C1) for busy teachers who want to get their adult and young
adult learners to communicate with confidence. face2face Second edition Intermediate Presentation Plus offers you an exciting new way to
use the Student's Book material in class. Whether you've got a computer and projector or an interactive whiteboard, this software facilitates
heads-up teaching, encouraging your students to interact even more with each other and with their learning material.Presentation Plus
features all the lessons from the Student's Book, along with the answers. Also included is the class audio and video.
face2face Second edition is the flexible, easy-to-teach, 6-level course (A1 to C1) for busy teachers who want to get their adult and young
adult learners to communicate with confidence.
face2face Second edition is the flexible, easy-to-teach, 6-level course (A1 to C1) for busy teachers who want to get their adult and young
adult learners to communicate with confidence. face2face is informed by Cambridge English Corpus and the English Vocabulary Profile,
meaning students learn the language they really need at each CEFR level. The Starter Workbook with Key is ideal for self-study, offering
additional consolidation activities and a Reading and Writing Portfolio for extra skills practice. A list of 'Can do' statements helps students to
track their own progress in reading and writing and the pull-out answer key gives added flexibility.
A beautiful and detailed introduction to tatting! With the growing interest in lace, New Tatting is a fantastic book for getting started in the craft.
Tatting is a means of creating lace by looping threads together using tiny shuttles and your fingers (with occasional help from a crochet hook).
It creates dainty chains and edgings as well as single motifs and is used to edge and decorate textiles and clothing, as jewelry, or as largePage 3/6
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scale lace projects in itself. Tatting is getting new respect in the crafting world as people discover its traditional beauty while giving it a more
modern inflection. In New Tatting, you will explore modern color and a fresh approach to tatting with incredible step by-step photos and
beautiful projects. This book appeals to people who have never tatted before as well as tatters looking for something new and inspirational.
Anyone interested in making lace will find that New Tatting offers everything needed to get started.

"The presentation and practice of vocabulary and grammar are of equal importance and there is a strong focus on
listening and speaking with an emphasis on 'real world' language for social situations. The listening and reading material
provides fresh new angles on universal topics and students are given numerous opportunities to practise new language
through a wide variety of communicative activities, many of which are personalised. face2face is also fully compatible
with the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages and gives students regular opportunities to evaluate
their progress." - product description.
face2face Second edition is the flexible, easy-to-teach, 6-level course (A1 to C1) for busy teachers who want to get their
adult and young adult learners to communicate with confidence. face2face Second edition is informed by Cambridge
English Corpus and its vocabulary syllabus is informed by the English Vocabulary Profile, meaning students learn the
language they really need at each CEFR level. The Upper Intermediate Workbook with Key offers additional
consolidation activities as well as a Reading and Writing Portfolio for extra skills practice. A Workbook with Key is also
available.
face2face Second edition is a fully updated and redesigned edition of this best-selling general English course for adults
and young adults who want to learn quickly and effectively in today's world. Based on the communicative approach, it
combines the best in current methodology with innovative new features designed to make learning and teaching easier.
Vocabulary and grammar are given equal importance and there is a strong focus on listening and speaking in social
situations. Each double-page spread is easily teachable off the page with minimal preparation.
face2face Second edition is the flexible, easy-to-teach, 6-level course (A1 to C1) for busy teachers who want to get their
adult and young adult learners to communicate with confidence. face2face is the flexible, easy-to-teach General English
course that helps adults and young adults to speak and listen with confidence. face2face is informed by Cambridge
English Corpus and its vocabulary syllabus has been mapped to the English Vocabulary Profile, meaning students learn
the language they really need at each CEFR level. The course improves students' listening skills by drawing their
attention to the elements of spoken English that are difficult to understand. The Class Audio CDs include complete
recordings for the listening activities in the Student's Book.
This is a split edition of the Student's Book. 'Student's Book A' contains the first half of the units of the regular Student's
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Book only and 'Student's Book B' contains the second half of the units of the regular Student's Book only. face2face
Second edition is a fully updated and redesigned edition of this best-selling general English course for adults and young
adults who want to learn quickly and effectively in today's world. Based on the communicative approach, it combines the
best in current methodology with innovative new features designed to make learning and teaching easier. Vocabulary
and grammar are given equal importance and there is a strong focus on listening and speaking in social situations. Each
double-page spread is easily teachable off the page with minimal preparation.
The face2face Teacher's Book provides valuable and comprehensive support, from teaching notes for each lesson and
useful classroom techniques to over 100 pages of extra teacher's resources (including 35 Class Activities,
Photocopiables, 12 Vocabulary Plus Worksheets and 5 Study Skills worksheets). In addition, the Teacher's Book
explains the face2face approach and provides information on how face2face relates to the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages. The Teacher's Book also includes a guide to the Student's Book CD-Rom/Audio
CD.
Face2Face second edition is a fully updated and redesigned edition of this best-selling general English course for adults and young adults
who want to learn quickly and effectively in today's world. Based on the communicative approach, it combines the best in current
methodology with innovative new features designed to make learning and teaching easier. Vocabulary and grammar are given equal
importance and there is a strong focus on listening and speaking in social situations.
face2face Second edition is the flexible, easy-to-teach, 6-level course (A1 to C1) for busy teachers who want to get their adult and young
adult learners to communicate with confidence. The face2face Second edition Intermediate Teacher's Book with DVD offers detailed teaching
notes for every lesson, keys to exercises, and extra teaching notes. It also guides teachers through the Student's Book DVD-ROM and
relates face2face to CEF levels and English Profile. Additionally, busy teachers will find here progress tests, photocopiable communicative
activities and extra reading worksheets. The free DVD in the Teacher's Book offers classroom videos integrated with the Real World sections
in the Student's Book as well as the entire content of the Teacher's Book.
The course for teachers who want to get their students communicating with confidence. face2face is an easy-to-teach General English course
that helps adults and young adults to speak and listen with confidence. The Workbook with Key offers additional consolidation activities and a
Reading and Writing Portfolio for extra skills practice.
face2face Second edition is the flexible, easy-to-teach, 6-level course (A1 to C1) for busy teachers who want to get their adult and young
adult learners to communicate with confidence. face2face Second edition vocabulary selection is informed by Cambridge English Corpus as
well as the English Vocabulary Profile, meaning students learn the language they really need at each CEFR level. The Intermediate Level
Workbook with Key offers additional consolidation activities as well as a Reading and Writing Portfolio for extra skills practice. A Workbook
without Key is also available.
Face2face is the flexible, easy-to-teach General English course that helps adults and young adults to speak and listen with confidence.
face2face is informed by Cambridge English Corpus and its vocabulary syllabus has been mapped to the English Vocabulary Profile,
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meaning students learn the language they really need at each CEFR level. The course improves students' listening skills by drawing their
attention to the elements of spoken English that are difficult to understand. The free DVD-ROM in the Student's Book includes consolidation
activities and electronic portfolio for learners to track their progress with customisable tests and grammar and vocabulary reference sections.
face2face Second edition is the flexible, easy-to-teach, 6-level course (A1 to C1) for busy teachers who want to get their adult and young
adult learners to communicate with confidence. The DVD-ROM in the Student's Book includes consolidation activities and an electronic
portfolio for learners to track their progress, with customisable tests and grammar and vocabulary reference sections. The Online Workbook
provides all of the workbook content plus additional multimedia in a package that supports independent study. It offers a classroom without
walls for schools that wish to take their teaching into the digital age, allowing teachers to communicate with students and track their progress.
The content can be accessed via a Learning Management System and can be viewed on tablet devices such as iPad.
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